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A discretizalion method is presented for the full, slieady, compressible Navier-Stokes equations. The method 
makes use ot quadrilateral finite volumes and consists of an upwind discreti.zation of the convective part 
and a central discretization of the diffusive part. In the present paper, the er!llliasis lies on the discretization 
of the coovective part. 

The solution method applied solves the slieady equations dlreclty by means ol a nonllnear r9lm<ation 
method acceierated by multigrid. This solution method requires the discretization to be conl1nuousty 
cltfterentiable. For two upwind schemes which satisfy this requifement (Osher's and van Leaf's scheme), 
results of a quantitative error analysis are presented. Osher's scheme appears to be increesiogly more 
accurate than van Leer's scheme with increasing Reynolds number. A suitable highec-order accurate 
discretization of the convection terms is derived. Based on this higher-order scheme, to preserve monotoni
city. a new limiter is constructed. 

Numerical results are presented for a subsonic flat plate flow and a supersonic flat plate flow with 
oblique shock WtNe - boundaly layer interaction. The resutts obtained agree with the predictions made. 

Useful properties of the discrelizalion method are the facts that it allows an easy check of false diffusion 
and that it needs no tuning of parameters. 

1980 Malh6mlJtics Subject Classiflcation: 65N05, 65N30, 76N05, 76N10. 
Key Hb"ds and Phrases: upwind schemes, Navier-Stokes equations 
Note: This WOf'k was supported by the European Space Agency (ESA), via Avloos Marcel ~ -
Br9guet Aviation (AMO-BA). It will be submitted for pul:llication elsewhere. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

I.I. Navier-St<>kes equations 
The equations considered are the full, steady, 20, compressible Navier-Stokes equations 
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!&Jl+2g{ql __ l {~+2!{ql} = 0 (1.1) 
ax 3y Re 3x ay ' 

with /(q) and g(q) the convective flux vectors, Re the Reynolds number, and r(q) and s(q) the 
diffusive flux vectors. As state vector we choose 2, =(p,pu,pv,pe)r, with the total energy e satisfying, 
assuming a perfect gas, e =pl(p(y- l))+ ~u2 +v ). The primitive variable.5 used are density p, pres
sure p, and the velocity components in x- and y-direction, u and v, respectively. The ratio of specific 
heats "f is assumed to be constant. The convective flux vectors are defined by 

pu pv 
pu2+p pvu 

/(q) = puv • g(q)= pv2 +p (1.2) 

pu(e+plp) pv(e+plp) 

and the diffusive flux vectors by 

0 0 

r(q) = 
Txy 

'T .xy 
' s(q) = (1.3) 

with Pr the Prandtl number, c= Vyplp the speed of sound, and with 'l'x.x, 'Txy and T»' the viscous 
stresses. Assuming the diffusion coefficients to be constant and the Stokes hypothesis to hold, the 
viscous str~ are given by 
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(1.4a) 

(1.4b) 

(l.4c) 

We present a discretization method which allows an accurate (and efficient) computation of (steady) 
high-Reynolds number flows up to and including the Euler flow regime. The challenge in developing 
such a method is to find a discretization of the convective part which is accurate not only for typical 
Euler flows, but also for typical Navier-Stokes flows, such as boundary layer flows. Finding a discreti
zation of the diffusive part which satisfies the same requirements, is thought to be easy. 

1.2. Discretization method 
To still allow Euler flow solutions with discontinuities, the equations (1.1) are discretized in integral 
form. A straightforward and simple discretization of the integral form is obtained by subdividing the 
integration region 0 into quadrilateral finite volumes ni,j and by requiring the conservation laws to 
hold for each finite volume separately: 

a3}f(q)nx+g(q)ny)ds - ~e at}'(q)nx+s(q)ny)ds = 0, 'Vi,j (1.5) 

This discretization requires an evaluation of convective and diffusive fluxes at each volume wall. 

1.2.1. Evaluation of convective fluxes. Based on experience with the Euler equations (see [5] for an 
overview), for the evaluation of the convective fluxes we prefer an upwind approach, following the 
Godunov principle [2]. So, along each finite volume wall, the convective flux is assumed to be con
stant and to be determined by a uniformly constant left and right state only. To the ID Riemann 
problem thus obtained, an approximate Riemann solver is applied. The choice of the left and right 
state, to be used as input for the approximate Riemann solver, determines the accuracy of the convec
tive discretization. First-order accuracy is obtained simply by taking the left and right state equal to 
that in the corresponding adjacent volume [6]. Higher-order accuracy is obtained by applying low
degree piecewise polynomial state interpolation (MUSCL-approach), using two or three adjacent 
volume states for the left and right state separately [4]. For this flux evaluation, we make use of the 
rotational invariance of the Navier-Stokes equations in order to reduce the number of these evalua
tions per finite volume wall from two to one. A more detailed discussion of the discretization of the 
convective part is given in section 2. 

1.2.2. Evaluation of diffusive fluxes. For the evaluation of the diffusive fluxes, it is necessary to com
pute \lu, \lv and 'Ve at each volume wall. To compute for instance (\Ju);+11i,j, where i +1/:z,j refers 
to the volume wall separating Oi,j and fl.; + I,j, we use the Gauss theorem 

1 
'Vu; +'h,j = A . J unds, 

I +l/i,j 0 ;+!!,1 

(1.6) 

with ofl.; +11i,j the boundary and A; +11i,J the area of a shifted quadrilateral finite volume n; + 11i,j (Fig. 
1.1), of which the vertices z=(x,yf are defined by 

(1.7) 

and a similar expression for z; + I ,j ±,,. 

Z;+J,1·+'h_--"I 
Z;, ·+y, -;---__ J -- \ 

I - - - ·-,- - - \ 
I I \ 

I I \ 
I I \ 
I I \ 
I O;H,j \ 

I I \ 

I I I 
I I \ 
I \ ___ .I 

---- -- I ---- --
Zi,j - 'h. - - - - Z; + l,j -'h. 

Fig. 1.1. Shifted volume n; + 'h,j. 



The line integral in ( 1.6) is approximated by 

rfi unds = U;+l,j 
act,+*J 

(Z;+l,jH1-zi+l,j-'lz)+ 

u; +!7,J +11 (z;,1 +!7-z;+ 1,1 + 'lz)+ 

u;,J (z;,j-Vz-z;,J+Vz)+ 

u; +!7,J-!1 (z; + 1,J-'lz -z;,1-11), 

with for u; + !7,j± 11 the central expression 

1 
u;H~.J±lil = 4(u;,1+u;,J±I +u;+1,1+u;+J,J±J). 
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(1.8) 

(1.9) 

Similar expressions are used for the other gradients and other walls. For sufficiently smooth grids this 
central diffusive flux computation is second-order accurate. Notice that by using central expressions, 
as (1.9), the directional dependence coming from the cross derivative terms is neglected. No significant 
gain in solution quality is expected from a biased approach as proposed in [ 1 ]. Given the fact that the 
present diffusive flux evaluation is rather cheap, here, use of rotational invariance is hardly advanta
geous and therefore not applied. 

1.3. Solution method 
We only give a brief summary. For a detailed description of the solution method, we refer to [7]. 

For the nonlinear system of first-order accurate discretized equations, collective symmetric point 
Gauss-Seidel relaxation is used. In this relaxation, one or more (exact) Newton steps are used for the 
collective update of the four state vector components in each finite volume. Nonlinear multigrid is 
applied as an acceleration technique. The process is started by nested iteration. For the first-order 
accurate operator this is an efficient process. 

For the higher-order accurate operator the same method leads to poor convergence or even diver
gence. As a remedy, we use iterative defect correction as an outer iteration for nonlinear multigrid 
applied, again, to the first-order discretized equations. 

The application of the Newton method requires the convective and diffusive fluxes to be continu
ously differentiable (The diffusive fluxes as described in the previous section already fulfil this require
ment.) 

2. DISCRETIZATION OF CONVECTIVE PART 

2.1. Approximate Riemann solver 
As approximate Riemann solver for the Euler equations, we prefer Osher's scheme [11]. Reasons for 
this preference are: (i) its continuous differentiability, and (ii) its consistent treatment of boundary 
conditions. The question arises whether it is still a good choice to use Osher's scheme when typical 
Navier-Stokes features such as shear, separation and heat conduction also have to be resolved. We 
therefore reconsider the choice of an approximate Riemann solver for the present application. 

Since continuous differentiability is an absolute requirement for the success of our solution method, 
and since the only known approximate Rie~ solvers with this property are Osher's [11] and van 
Leer's [8], our choice is confined to these two only. So far, van Leer's scheme is more widespread in 
the field of Navier-Stokes than Osher's scheme [12, 13, 17]. Probably, the main reason for this is its 
greater conceptual and operational simplicity appealing already in its first publications. However, 
recent publications on Osher's scheme, such as [6, 15], may help to reduce this difference. 

The requirement of accurate modelling of physical diffusion determines our choice. In [8], van Leer 
stated already that his flux vector splitter cannot preserve steady contact discontinuities. Since a 
discrete shear layer may be interpreted as a layer of contact discontinuities, doubt arose about the sui
tability of van Leer's scheme for Navier-Stokes codes. Recently, this doubt was confirmed in [10] 
where van Leer et al. made a qualitative analysis (supplemented with numerical experiments) for 
various upwind schemes. There, Osher's scheme turned out to be better than van Leer's scheme, in 
particular for the resolution of boundary layer flows. 
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here we present a quantitative error analysis for 
~ .. ~ ..... _.. to the steady, 20, isentropic Euler equa-

= 0, (2.l) 

with 

:::: + ' g(q) = (2.2) 

where c is constant. (The choice 2D equations allows us to consider a boundary layer flow in the 
analysis.) For both up~ind schemes. we derive the system of modified equations, considering (i) a 
first-order accurate, finite volume discretization on a square grid (Fig. 2.l), and (ii) a subsonic flow 
with u and v positive, and p';I:::; constant. discretization is first-order accurate for simplicity and 
for allowing a good display of the differences between both upwind schemes.) 

h IJ,-lJ 

Fig. 2.1. Model volume !;li,j with neighbours. 

2.1.1. Osher's scheme. To construct the Osher scheme for the flux vector (pu, p(u2 +c2), puv)T, 
c =constant, we consider the quasilinear form 

:, [:] + [+ ~ ~] a: [;] =O. (2.3) 

From this, we find as eigenvalues of the Jacobian d~~q) 

(2.4) 

and as corresponding eigenvectors 

r1 = [ ~+ r1 = [~]· r, = [~]· (2.5) 

For the Riemann invariants i/;}, i =2,3, satisfying 

ChLi ! ihJ.i ' p-·-1 - c-1 = 0 (2.6a) ap au ' 
We find directly: o/1 = v, and by separation of variables: "'l = pe"1c. For ij;f, i = 1,3, satisfying 

oi/;r a; = 0, (2.6b) 

we find directly: itir =p and ljij =u. Similarly to i/t], for ij;f, i = 1,2, satisfying 

aip7 a;pt Pap-+ ea;-= 0, (2.6c) 

we find: If.ii = v and iP~ = pe-utc. 
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Using the P-ammgement of subpaths [61 the Osher scheme can be ~ted schematically as in 
Fig. 2.2. 

0 

A.2 =u J 1/1 =p 

1 iii~ =u 

113 213 

Fig. 2.2. Osher path (P-variant) for f =(pu, p(u2 +c2), puv)1 , c =constant. 

For the subsonic flow that we want to consider, Osher's flux function F(q0,q1) is evaluated as 

19' dC(q} 
F(qo,q1) =f(qo) + dq dq, 

qo 
(2.7) 

where dC (q) is the split part of the Jacobian d'J;) , which corresponds with the negative eigen

value >-.1• With the given P-type arrangement of subpaths, (2.7) simply reduces to 

F(qo.q1) = f (qv.} (2.8) 

For qy, =<Pv.. uy,, v11 )1, by straightforward arithmetic we find 

V PfJP1e<u.-u,)/c 

qv.= *{uo+ui +cln(P<JIP1)} . (2.9) 

Vo 

With the simple finite-volume discretization proposed, and with the neglect of density variation in the 
error terms, we find then as system of modified equations for Osher's scheme 

J_~ J_~ 
2 ax 2 ay 

ann\ anln\ n a 2 2 au a av au 
.::'..J.j,!;Jj_ + ~ - h..i:_ - (u +c )- + - vu-+vc-::- = O(h2} (2.10) ax ay 2c ax ax ay ay ay 

uv~+uc~ (v2 +c2)E!_ ax ax ay 
2.1.2. van Leer's scheme. The flux f (q) is split in a forward flux r (q) and a backward flux r (q), 

such that 4S'q_q> has all positive eigenvalues and dC (q) all negative eigenvalues. Additional res

trictions impoSed on the splitting can be found in [8). ~or the subsonic flow considered, van Leer's 
splitting yields 

['(q) = ! p(• ~c)' [~] • rlq) = ! P (•:cl' [ ~l · (2.ll) 

With the discretization proposed and the neglect of density variation, we find the following system of 
modified equations for van Leer's scheme 

J_~ 
2 ax 

HJ.gJ_ + ~ - h_e_ .1.. ax ay 2c ax 
2c2 au 

ax 
J_ a((u2 +c2)v) 
2 ax 

+ l_ a, = O(h2}(2.l2) 
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2.1.3. Flow As flow we consider an incompressible, semi-infinite flat plate fiow (Fig. 2.3). 

u _ __,.. 

Fig. 2.3. Semi-infinite, incompressible flat plate flow. 

For simplicity, instead of the exact Blasius solution, we use Lamb's approximate solution as a refer
ence. (Lamb's approximation shows a better resemblance with the Blasius solution than for instance 
Pohlhausen's approximation, see Fig. 2.4). 

u/U 

Fig. 2.4. Velocity profiles; exact (Blasius) and approximate (Lamb and Pohlhausen). 

Lamb's approximate solution reads 

p 

U . <'"~) 
SUl 2 5 y (2.13) 

v 5 U 'IT VRe/x ....._u(x,y)+---{cos(- y)-1} 
1x '1f ,,/Ji;; 2 5 

with P and U constant. 

2.1.4. E"°'· Substituting the solution vector (2.13) into the O(h)-error vector of both (2.10) and 
(2.12), considering the boundary layer edge 

y = 6(x)-~ (2.14) 
Relx 

at x =I, and taking componentwise the ratio of absolute values of both error vectors, using Re> l 
(which is our interest), we find 

error Osher 
error van Leer 

1 
2 5 u = (I --;;)Vi(;C , 

112 

(2.15) 

where we write c=C. From (2.15) it appears that van Leer's scheme deteriorates compared to Osher's 
scheme for increasing Re. Assuming the reliability of (2.15) also for small Re, it appears that already 
for Re>{5(1-2/1r)U/C}2, where U/C<l, Osher's scheme definitely is to be preferred above van 
Leer's scheme. 
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2.1.5. Solid wall boundary condition treatment. To ensure a oontinuous transition along a solid wall 
boundary from the Navier-Stokes flow regime to the Euler flow regime. for van Leer's scheme it will 
be necessary to impose on the oonvectivc part only the Euler boundary oondition. For a ooo
permeable solid wall this means that one should only impose a zero normal velocity component on 
the convective part (in contrast to the diffusive part on which all boundary oonditions arc to be 
imposed, i.e. a zero normal and tangential velocity component, and a temperature condition). By not 
imposing the no-slip and temperature boundary condition on the oonvec:tive part, we avoid that it 
'feels' the severe contact discontinuity in the realistic case or a boundary layer flow on a coarse grid 
and an outer flow with M not small. Such a contact discontinuity will be erroneously spread by van 
Leer's scheme, and cause the solution to be insensitive to Re-variation above some finite, rather low 
value or Re. 

Osher's scheme can preserve a steady contact discontinuity, IS long IS it is aligned with the grid. 
Application of (commonly used) body-fitted grids guarantees this alignment along solid walls. There
fore, with a body-fitted grid, Osher's scheme does not need the careful solid wall - boundary oondition 
treatment outlined above for van Leer's scheme. 

2.2. Higher-order accuracy 
As mentioned in section l.2.1, higher-order accuracy is obtained by applying low-degree piecewise 
polynomial functions through two or three adjacent volume states. The polynomials are given by van 
Leer's «-scheme (9] 

,.1 l+" I-" 
'fi+lf.i,j = q;,) + -4- (q;+J,j-q,,;) + -4-(q,,)-ql-l,j), (2.l6a) 

l+K 1-JC 
(;+lf.i,j = q;+l,j + -4-(q;,j-qi+I) + -4-(q1+l.1-q1+2,1)• (2.16b) 

with «E(-1, 1]. For JC= -1,0, 1, we have the fully one-sided upwind, the Fromm and the central 
scheme, respectively. 

The aim now is to optimize "· For this purpose, we consider the scalar model equation 

-2!!. + au - ~ a2u + a2u + a2u) = 0 (2.17) ax ay ax2 axay ay2 • 

On a square grid, a finite volume discretization which uses the «-scheme for convection and the cen
tral scheme for diffusion, yields as modified equation 

-2!!. + au - ~ a2u + a2u + a2u) + 
ax ay ax2 axay ay2 

(2.18) 
+ h2{"-l/3(a3u + a3u)-.£( a4u +2~+2~+ a4u)} = O(h3~ 

4 ax 3 ay3 12 ax4 ax3ay axay3 ay4 

As optimal value for " we define: the value that gives the highest possible accuracy, i.e. third-order 
accuracy in this case. Assuming the reliability of the underlying Taylor series expansion, from (2.18), 
we find for this value 

"= l.p+£(a4u +2~+2~+ a4u)/(a3u + a3")}. (2.19) 
3 ax4 ax 3ay axay3 ay4 ox 3 ay 3 

Sin<:e conve.ction dominated problems, problems with e;t: I, are our interest, for simplicity we negle.ct 
the above diffusion-dependence of"· which leads to 11:= 113. 

2.3. Monotonicity 
To preserve monotonicity of the solution, we construct a limiter which is consistent with the re= 1/3-
scheme. For this, we use the monotonicity theory or Spekreijse (14], an extension of Sweby's theory 
{ 161 which allows more freedom in the limiter construction. 

For the limited, higher-order, left and right state vector components, we write 

,./(kl - ..(k) + l_,UR(k))(..(k) _ ..(k) ) (2.20a) 
'fi + l<J,j - 'fi,J 2 't'\ l,j 'fi,j 'fi -1.j ' 

q'i~~.1 = rtz1t.4.1.1 + tiKll R~k4.1.1Xr/i~ t,J -tfi~2.1), (2.20b) 

with k = 1,2,3,4, ¥i(R) the limiter, and 
,.,(k) _ ,.,(k) 

R<kJ = 'fi + 1.1 'fi,J 
l,j ,J.k) _,.Ck) .• 

'fiJ 'fi -1.J 
(2.21) 
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(2.20a-b) as 

l.j 

+ 

(2.22a) 

(2.22b) 

(2.23) 

General requirements to be fulfilled ~R) are: ~l)= l to -~reserve higher-order accurac,Y, and: 
~?)=0 and1 bO!f.dedness for large . ~o preserve ~noto~city. For the latter, we req~e that 

lim t(RX3 + 3R)= L To make the limiter now consistent with the 1e= 113-scheme, we reqwre that 
ll! ..... ±oo 
~'(l)=O. (This makes the limiter tangent to the K= l/3-scheme at R = 1 in the monotonicity region 
[14}.) Imposing these five requirements on the general form 

we find with (2.23) 

2R2 +R 
it{R) = ---

2R2-R+2· 

An illustration of this new limiter is given in Fig. 2.5. 

R 

Fig. 2.5. Monotonicity region with limited and non-limited k = 113-scheme. 

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

3.1. Flow problems 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

To evaluate the discretization method, the following flow fcroblems are considered: (i) a subsonic fiat 
plate flow with M =0.5 and Re ranging from Io2 up to 10 00 , and (ii) a supersonic fiat plate flow with 
oblique shock wave - boundary layer interaction at M = 2, Re= 2.96 1 OS. The latter problem stems 
from [3]. 

For the subsonic flow problem, the Blasius solution is used as a reference. Geometry and boundary 
conditions for this flow problem are given in Fig. 3.1. For convection, the eastern boundary is 
assumed to be an outflow boundary. For diffusion, the northern, southern and eastern boundary are 
assumed to be far-field boundaries with zero diffusion. The grids applied are all composed of square 
finite volumes. As coarsest grid in all multigrid computations, we use a 4X2-grid (Fig. 3.1). 

For the supersonic flow problem, the experimental results from [3] are used as a reference. 
Geometry and boundary conditions are given globally in Fig. 3.2. For this problem, in all multigrid 
computations a 5 X 2-grid is applied as coarsest grid (Fig. 3.2). The grid was optimized for convection 
by introducing a stretching in fiow direction, and in particular by aligning it with the impinging shock 
wave. A grid adaptation for diffusion was realized by introducing a stretching in crossflow direction. 

For both flow problems, we use y= 1.4 and Pr=0.11. 



conv: p = 1 
diff: zero 

east 

{
u=0.5 

conv: v =O ~ 
1 ;:..., .; north south 

conv:p=l 
diff: zero c= 

diff: zero 

{ u=2 
conv: c = 1: 

diff: zero 

west 
" .. 

-1 -o.s 0 o.s 
x 

conv: wall conv: wall conv: wall 
diff: symmetry diff: adiabatic wall diff: symmetry 

Fig. 3.1. Geometry, boundary conditions and coarsest grid subsonic 
flat plate flow (conv: convection, diff: diffusion) 

v=O 
p=l 

{ u=U, 
conv: c=C, 

diff: zero 

v=V 
p=P 

south 
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{ u=2, 
conv: c=I, 

diff: zero 

v=O 
p=l 

north 
conv: p = 1.4 

diff: zero 

-o.s 

conv: wall 
diff: symmetry 

D.5 1 l.S 

x 
conv: wall 
diff: adiabatic wall 

Fig. 3.2. Geometry, boundary conditions and coarsest grid super
sonic flat plate flow (conv: convection, diff: diffusion) 

3.2. Osher versus van Leer 
To show first the benefit of the careful solid wall - boundary condition treatment as proposed for van 
Leer's scheme in section 2.1.5, we consider the subsonic flat plate flow at Re=I0100 • For both Osher's 
and van Leer's scheme we compute the flow on a 64X 32-grid, using the first-order accurate discretiza
tion and imposing on the convective part, successively: (i) non-permeability, no-slip and no-heat
transfer, and - carefully - (ii) non-permeability only. The numerical results obtained are given in Fig. 
3.3. For the case with all Navier-Stokes boundary conditions imposed, it appears that van Leer's 
scheme severely thickens the thin layer, whereas Osher's scheme preserves it. With the careful 
approach, both schemes preserve the layer. 

.. ., 
0 

.; 

.. .. 
.; .; 

;:..... ;:..... 
¥ 

¥ 

.; .; 

... ... 
.; .; 

o..-~...----.--....... ~=i===~ 
0.2 O.< 0.6 o.B 0 0.2 O.< 0.6 O.B 

u/uinlet u/uinlet 

a. u = v = O, ~; = 0. b. v = 0 only. 

Fig. 3.3. Velocity profiles at x =O for the subsonic fiat plate flow at Re= 10100 and h = 3
1
2 , 

for two solid wall - boundary condition treatments ( 0: Osher, O: van Leer). 
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Using the careful boundary condition treatment, for both schemes we perform an experiment with 
h- and Re-variation, using again the first-order accurate discretization. Numerical results obtained are 
given in Fig. 3.4. The results show the superiority of Osher's scheme, in particular for high mesh Rey
nolds numbers. The deterioration of van Leer's scheme with respect to Osher's scheme which occurs 
in Fig. 3.4b for increasing Rt, is in agreement with the analytical results presented in section 2.1.4. 

All further numerical results were obtained with Osher's scheme only. 

l h=-
8 

0.2 0.1 0.6 

u/U3 

i 
~~ 

I 
I 
I 

~"1 N-l 

I 

I _, 

o.e 

0.2 

b. 

I 0 

1 h=-
16 

Q.2 O.• 0.6 

ulu1> 
0.1 I 0 

h = _l 
32 

0.2 

a. h-variation at Re= 100. 

0.1 0.1 0.1 l 0 0.2 0.1 0.6 0.8 

u/u8 u/u8 

Re-variation at h = J2 (Re= 100,400, 1600). 

0.4 0.6 

ulua 

Fig. 3.4. Velocity profiles at x =O for the subsonic fiat plate fiow 
( --- : Blasius solution, 0 : Osher, 0 : van Leer ). 

3.3. Monotone higher-order accuraey 

o.a 

To evaluate our monotone higher-order accurate scheme, we consider the supersonic fiat plate flow. 
First we evaluate monotonicity, next higher-order accuracy. 

For mon<>tonicity, we compute the Euler flow solution on the 80X32-grid given in Fig. 3.5a, using 
the ic= 1/3-scbeme with and without limiter. Numerical results obtained are given in Fig. 3.5b. The 
results clearly show that the limiter does what it is supposed to do: making the solution monotone. 

For higher-order accuracy, we compute the Navier-Stokes solution on the same grid, using now the 
limited ic= 1/3-scheme and the first-order scheme. A comparison is made with the experimental 
re.mlts from [3}. The results, given in Fig. 3.5c, clearly show the need for higher-order accuracy. The 
first-order accurate surface pressure distribution lacks the plateau in the pressure distribution, which 
indicates that its solution has no separation bubble (i.e. no separation and no re-attachment). In 
agreement with the experimental results, the limited higher-order accurate surface pressure distribu
tion does have a separation bubble. The quantitative differences still existing between the limited 
higher-order and measured surface pressure distribution must be due to uncertain influences in both 
the experiment and the computation. (As far as the experiment is concerned, this might be crossfiow 
infi~ non-observed but non-negligible turbulence, some slight heat transfer through the wall, and 
so on. C.Oncerning the computation, an error source might be for instance the neglect of temperature 
dependence in the diffusion coefficients.) 
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a. Finest grid applied (80 X 32). 

b. Inviscid surface pressure distributions 
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Fig. 3.5. Results supersonic fiat plate flow on oblique grid. 

l.S 

3.4. False diffusion 
By presenting for the supersonic flat plate flow, not only the viscous solution (obtained with the llin-
ited ic= 113-scheme) but also the corresponding inviscid solution, insight was given about the amount 
of false diffusion present in the viscous solution. The fact that the present method can be used for 
both Navier-Stokes and Euler flows makes this comparison easy. Making the comparison is impor
tant. For example, when applying for the supersonic fiat plate flow a commonly used rectangular grid, 
such as the 80 X 32-grid shown in Fig. 3.6a, a viscous surface pressure distribution is obtained which 
seems to be very close to the experimental data (Fig. 3.6b). However, the corresponding inviscid dis
tribution indicates that 'this good resemblance is only caused by false numerical diffusion in the 
discretization of the convective terms, and hence is absoJutely deceptive (Fig. 3.6c). 
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a. Finest grid applied (80 X 32). 

b. Viscous surface pressure distributions 
( 0 : limited ic=+. •:measured). 

c. Invisci~ ~ace p~ distributions 
( 0 : limited 1e=3, • : measured). 
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Fig. 3.6. Results supersonic fiat plate flow on rectangular grid. 

4. CoNCLUSIONS 
1beory and practice show that Osher's scheme leads to a more accurate resolution of boundary layers 
than van Leer's scheme. The difference in accuracy becomes larger with increasing Reynolds number. 
Already for rather low Reynolds numbers, the difference is such that, for engineering purposes, 
Osber's scheme is to be prefecred above van Leer's scheme. An accidental circumstance is that Osher's 
scheme needs no special care in the application of solid wall - boundary conditions, whereas van 
Leer's scheme does. 

It is important to investigate the reliability of any computed Navier-Stokes solution with respect to 
the numerical errors in the discretization of the convective part. The present method allows an easy 
check of false diffusion: the same algorithm can be used for both viscous (l/Re>O) and inviscid 
( l /Re= O} flow computations. 

The discretization method lends itself to efficient solutioo by multigrid methods, and is parameter
free; it needs no tuning. 
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